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“Scram Scams, Poof Spoofs, and I’m not going
Phishing Today”.
This will be a live presentation by member John Kennedy to celebrate
National Consumer Protection Week that was March 39.
We are being bombarded with multitudes of junk mail and popups from
people trying to direct us to false locations, too good to be true things, and
giving up of our personal information. Some are so easily caught that we
wonder how stupid do they think I am? But others are getting very
sophisticated that’s it really hard to tell, especially when it comes to fake
website.
We will be spending our time on the 17th looking at examples of these
kinds of traps and learning what to look for. But the one takeaway from
the program (in case you can’t make it) is to NOT respond to anything
you’re not 100% sure of. PERIOD. It’s that simple.
We will also have time at the end of the presentation by John, for
members (if they are willing) to share their own personal stories in hopes
of preventing others from getting caught by the “Scams, Spoofing, and
Phishing” activities of lowlifes. You are encouraged to bring a non
member friend so they too can learn how not to be fooled (and find out
that a $24 membership to our club will save them lots of money in the long
run when they get duped out of hundreds of dollars). We plan to have
handouts that will relate to much of what we will be talking about.
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Previous Program Points

Due to the fact that we have no one to write a review of the Previous Program, we ask
that you click on the LCCS Media link below. This link will take you to YouTube and the LCCS Media
playlist where you will be able to find videos of the past presentations.

* Click on the link to the right to see a video of Past Programs and Meetings
I guess there is no "dirty
nest mionth.
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laundry" to air out this month!! Check back
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News and Events

For the latest information on Events "Click" on the link below
LCCS Google Calendar
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News and Events con't
Rich & Ken Collaborate Again
We’ve finished another project! It is a digital calendar which displays current
events for the computer club. Every morning at 8am it updates the display to
reflect the upcoming events on our web site.
The heart of of the project is a Raspberry Pi
Zerow computer. These computers are
about 2.55 inches by 1.18 inches or about
the size of 3 butter patties laid side by side.
They are slow compared to modern laptops
but they are able to do big jobs if you can
afford the time they need.

The second part of the display is the screen. Any laptop screen
can be used so, a broken motherboard or an irreplaceable part
doesn’t mean we have to throw an entire laptop away. There are
online providers of plug and play adapters that permit the use of
laptop displays as HDMI monitors.

Rich took measurements so he could
design the frame in three dimensions. He
used 3d CADD (computer aided drafting
and design) software on his home
computer to model the cutouts needed.
There are several layers to the frame and
he cleverly used his 3d router to make
pockets as mounting points for the laptop
screen.
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Rich added our ECOTUC logo to the frame and painted the letters white to
contrast with the dark frame.
Our finished product:

A couple of announcements from our Raffle committee.
Please continue to recycle your old print cartridges through the club. The procedes
from the recyling of the used cartridges is how we provide the wonderful prizes in our
raffles. Speaking of raffles do not forget the upcoming raffle and purchase your tickets.
Check for notices at the club in regards to the recycling of the cartidges and the upcoming raffle.

Reminder of a new SIG (Special Interest Group) beiing organized!!!
“Know More Tech” is a special interest group (SIG) that meets monthly to examine the diverse
aspects of technology and answer questions related to computer electronics. We focus primarily on
the discussion, exploration, and education of technology in the world and how it enhances our lives.
This SIG fosters a memberdriven, open discussionbased learning environment with prepared
presentations as needed. We meet on the third Friday of the month at 1:30 p.m.
At Know More Tech, we cover the latest hardware, including Apple Macintosh computers, IoT
(Internet of Things) appliances, Microsoft Windowsbased devices, networking equipment, servers,
smartphones, and tablets. We also explore various operating systems which provide the interface
between applications (apps) and hardware. These include Android, Chrome OS, iOS, macOS,
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News and Events con't
Windows, and other alternatives as they gain popularity. Regardless of your
technological interests and needs, feel free to visit the Know More Tech SIG
on the third Friday of the month at 1:30 p.m.
NOTE: While some supportrelated questions can be addressed, the
“Repair Help Desk” is often a better fit for those looking for technical
support. In addition, while FOSS (Free and OpenSource Software) will likely be discussed, if you
have more than a passing interest in this topic, the “Linux Help Desk” is likely a better alternative.

Secretary's Report
2019120 General Membership Meeting Minutes
ECOTU/LCCS
The meeting scheduled for January 20, 2019 was cancelled due to the
impending weather forecast of severe weather conditions.
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Treasurer's Report
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The Education Corner
We're continuing with the rebuilding of the classroom computers. We've
found what we think will be a good motherboard, processor, and RAM chips
to have us ready for the next 8 years of teaching and computer use. We
may have a day set up to do a massive "do it ourselves" rebuild day and
invite some others that might be interested in seeing how a computer is
built to take part. Watch for information in future emails. This would be a
great time for you to "give back" to the club and learn how to build a computer.
We are hoping that we will be able to start offering classes again in April. We need your input as to
what kind of classes you (yes, this is directed to you) would be interesting in taking. It works a lot
better when we offer classes that people will take rather than offering classes that hardly anyone
takes. We'll be sending out a survey for you to provide us with the needed feedback on what we
should be doing. For those members that fill out and return the survey, they will be put into a drawing
for a oneyear's membership renewal.
We are also looking for new people that would be interested in teaching (really it's actually sharing
what you know with those that don't know) just about anything related to technology. The when and
how long is up for discussion with the head of the Teaching Program (me). We're open for anything
from a three hour miniworkshop, to a six hour workshop, to a full 12 hour class. Think about what
you might be able to share with others that want to learn. And we do have people that want to learn,
they're just afraid to tell anyone. Maybe if they put it down on paper, we'll find out what it is.
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SIG Help Desk Reports
Know More Tech

Meeting Times

Third Friday 1:30  3:30 p.m.

February 15th, 2019 marked the beginning of the "Know More Tech"
SIG. We had five members in attendance for our inaugural meeting.
Each of these individuals brought something unique to the table that
made the two and a half hour meeting fly by without much notice.
Thank you to everyone that attended and participated.
Several questions from last month naturally presented topics for our
next meeting. As such, we will be exploring the following items in

greater detail:
* Setting up a complete network from soup to nuts (modem, router, WiFi, and so on).
* Viewing multiple email accounts inside a single application
These two topics will not be the only things we discuss this month. We still want to hear your
questions to continue growing our technology know how. Please bring those questions and ideas to
the next meeting and be prepared to "know more" about the two topics listed above. We meet again
on Friday, March 15th at 1:30 p.m.
Now you know a little more about what the Know More Tech SIG is all about. We are a group of
members helping our fellow members. We are beginners, experts, and everything in between. We all
have one thing in common. We are striving to bring clarity to the various technologies that have
wiggled their way into our daily lives. We are here to know more tech.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Tubaugh
Facilitator, Know More Tech
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SIG Help Desk Reports
Repair SIG / Help Desk
19  February Repair SIG
5 February
Meeting Times

First Saturday 1:00  4:00 p.m.
First Tuesday 7:00  9:00 p.m.
Third Saturday 1:00  4:00 p.m.

Ken assisted a member with a new Microsoft W10 computer. We
completed the first run sign up and installed Office365.

Everett tutored a member using Microsoft W10. He also transferred
files from an old computer to the new one.
Another member had a Microsoft W10 laptop that failed to boot. To be continued.
16 February
Jim prepared a desktop Microsoft W10 for resale.
Everett installed Linux Mint as a dual boot along side Microsoft XP for a member. The user wanted to
try to speed up the applications and worried about the safety of the Microsoft system.
Ken installed several Mahjong games on Microsoft W10 and demonstrated their use. The member
now has several new games to occupy their time.
He also assisted a second member with email/gmail problems.
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SIG Help Desk Reports
Linux SIG / Help Desk

Meeting Times

Second Friday 1:00  4:00 p.m.
Fourth Friday 1:00  4:00 p.m.

8 February
1  We demonstrated use of the “egrep” command as a word search
tool. Egrep may be used to define the beginning or the ending of a
word search. It can also predetermine word length and the position of
the search combination within a word. A tutorial is posted on the forum
under the Linux heading. https://lccsohio.org/forum/index.php

2  A question was answered about sending the output of a bash
command to another command (pipe using | ) or saving the output to a file (redirect using > ).
3  We demonstrated accessing a home router setup/administration page. It is necessary to find the
ip address of the router by looking at your phone/table or computer local address. You then need the
router administrator name and password. There are a multitude of settings available once in the
router and you should not tamper with it unless you have a competent coach or tutorial.
22 February
1  The new layout in a web browser based gmail account display
caused some confusion. There is no link (button) to click for
opening your contacts directly.
You have to click the “Google Apps” link which, looks like 9 squares,
in the upper right corner of your gmail window. You can select
Contacts from the menu when it opens.
2  The discussion above led to a question of how to add contacts from an email account which is not
gmail. Think of windstream.net or roadrunner.com or aol.com, etc. Most accounts will have a menu
offering to allow “Export Contacts” or something similar. Go ahead and export as a “csv” or “Comma
Separated Values” file.
To import into Gmail:
Click “Google Apps” then Contacts as above. On the left edge
menu you should see “More”. Click “More” and it will let you select
“Import”. Click through your files until you find the .csv file you
saved and click “OK”. The contacts from the “other” email account
should show up in Gmail Contacts now.
3 – We reviewed the top two favorite password managers, LastPass and KeepassX. Both are stored
in an encrypted file that is inaccessible to anyone without a super computer. The main difference
between the two is the storage location and access method.
LastPass is stored “in the cloud“ which is to say, not on your computer. This storage method makes
it available on any computer with a web browser and internet access.
KeepassX is a local file stored on your computer. It is portable in that you can carry it on a USB
storage device (thumb drive). The file is encrypted at any time you aren’t accessing it through the
software app so, it is safe to carry in your pocket. Any computer with the KeepassX app on it can be
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SIG Help Desk Reports

Meeting Times

Second Friday 1:00  4:00 p.m.
Fourth Friday 1:00  4:00 p.m.

used to log in to the file for access to your passwords. You can send
the file to your Andriod phone or tablet and use the Playstore app to
decrypt and use passwords.
We have no reason to discourage either LastPass or KeepassX. Read
about them on the internet and decide which you like then install it.
4 – Web addresses, routers and web pages were covered, again, but in
a little more depth. We looked at Page Sources and talked about
hyperlinks and colors. Colors led to binary counting, pixelation and
much consternation. A great time was had by all.

Digital Imaging SIG / Help Desk
February 28, 2019

Meeting Times

Fourth Thursday 1:00  3:00 p.m

The Digital Imageing SIG met this afternoon at the Reese Center
classroom. Seven members were in attendance and received more
inforamtion on the capabilities of GIMP image processing program.

In today’s session we started off showing the proper procedure for
accessing our mapped network drive. It is on this drive, located on the
Linux server in the classroom, we have storege the resources that are
used in each of the lessons we cover each month. There are also folders for the members to upload
pictures they wish to share with the group.
Next on the agenda was a quick review of setting some basic preferences that help to make the
program easier to use. Such as making the tool icons larger and to colorize them. We also set up
some additional functions for the mouse scroll wheel.
Now we were into the heart of the session, the instruction on the basic tools of GIMP. This afternoon
we cover the “Healing” tool. The Healing tool is used to repair irregularities in the image. The
example we worked with this afternoon was the picture of a female that had a few unsightly wrinkles
around her eyes and mouth. By using the Healing tool we are able to make the wrinkles disappear
and give the lady a much more youthful look.
Each month we cover one or two basic functions, and eventually this will give the members the skills
to edit their images to a professional looking level.
It is not too late to join the fun and learn some new skills. All of our lessons are saved complete with
step by step instructs as well as sample images. So it would be possible for a new member to do
some homework at home and be caught up to the group. Gimp is a multiplatform open source
program free program for download. If you are interested and would like to join us we meet on the
fourth Thursday of each month at 1:00 – 3:00 pm at the Reese Center classroom. Stop in next month
and check us out.
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Featured Articles
The Best New and Notable Features in
Windows 10 Version 1903
By:Brian Burgess
GroovyPost.com

Microsoft is set to start rolling out the next new feature update to
Windows 10, version 1903, aka “Spring (April) 2019 Update” in the
coming weeks. This is the company’s seventh feature update since Windows 10 was first released in
2015.
To read the full article

CLICK HERE

Ubuntu 19.04 (Disco Dingo) Enters Feature
Freeze, Beta Avalilable March 28th
BY: Marius Nestor
Softpedia News
Canonical is working hard on the next major release of its popular
Ubuntu Linux operating system, Ubuntu 19.04 (Disco Dingo),
which recently entered a new important development phase,
Feature Freeze.
To read the full article

CLICK HERE
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Featured Articles
Organize Your Pictures – Don’t just save them
By Phil Sorrentino, Contributing Writer, The
Computer Club, Florida

Technical Thoughts, Sarasota Technology Users Group, Florida
http://scccomputerclub.org / www.thestug.org
philsorr (at) yahoo.com
How to organize your pictures has been a question since we have
had pictures to organize. Before computers, the choices were: put
them in an album, or leave them in the packet they came in, or
maybe just put them into an old shoe box with all the other
pictures. I’m sure many of you have looked through a shoe box of
old photos; you might even have inherited a box or two. Many of
the pictures in albums or shoe boxes were very precious because
there were very few of them. Film was not cheap, and every roll of film had to be sent away for costly
processing. With the advent of digital cameras, our picture taking habits have been greatly changed.
The job of organizing our pictures has been turned over to the computer, well… sort of. About a year
ago I wrote an article discussing Picture Management. In it I mentioned that picture management
software does not move your pictures; it only lets you view your pictures in a particular way by acting
as a lens into your picture collection. The files stay in their place, but the User Interface accesses
them in the way that was asked for, like by date, or activity or even by person, and then presents
them to you.
As you may know, Google Photos is a picture management App and a cloud picture storage service.
If you upload all your pictures to Google Photos, you can get some very interesting organizations of
pictures in what they call “albums.” Google stores the pictures in whatever way they want and returns
them to you in any fashion that you select. Google Photos uses some sophisticated software and
facial recognition software to put together albums of a person that you select. It is amazing that they
can even pick out side views of a person.
But back to Organizing Your Pictures. One way, that fits into the way that many software Apps work,
is to keep “event” folders in chronological order. (Many Apps import your pictures into folders that you
can name.) You might then put all the “event” folders for a particular year into a “Year” folder. And to
continue that idea, you would put the “Year” folders into the appropriate decade folder. So, in a
hierarchical scheme you would have in your “Pictures” folder, a folder for each decade, and in the
decade folder you would have a folder for each year, and in the year folder you would have event
folders for the pictures taken at that event. An organization might look like:
PicturesPS
1980s
1990s
2000s
2010s
2010

would contain 1980 thru 1989
would contain 1990 thru 1999
would contain 2000 thru 2009
would contain 2010 thru 2019
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2011
2012
… And so on to 2018.
I called the Pictures folder “PicturesPS” just to separate it from “Pictures,” the folder that comes with
the Operating System. “PicturesPS” could be in “Pictures” or in another folder of your choice.
So, once you have the basic chronological folder structure set up, all you must do is create the
“event” folders. If you are getting pictures from a camera, there are software Apps that help in
organizing the pictures into “event” folders. Microsoft Photo Gallery lets you import pictures from your
camera into a folder that you can name. You can set it up to use the current date, like yyyymm, and
you can add a description, so you have something like “201802Billy’s Birthday” as the event folder
and then each of the pictures imported will be named 201802Billy’s Birthdaynnnn” where “nnnn” will
start with 0001 for the first picture and increment for each following picture. Photo Gallery is very
helpful in organizing your imported pictures and provides a lot of picture editing tools. (After importing
a set of pictures, I always seem to need the “redeye reduction” tool for a few pictures.)
Unfortunately, Microsoft does not support Picture Gallery any longer, but if you can get it, it would be
a good tool to use to help keep your pictures organized as the size of your picture collection
increases.
There are other picture Apps that help in importing your pictures. Faststone Image Viewer provides
the ability to import your pictures from a camera but is not as flexible in naming the folder. Faststone
also provides basic picture editing tools. XnView, Irfanview, and GIMP are software Apps that provide
picture editing tools and may provide some of the tools you need for keeping your pictures organized.
(XnView also allows for importing pictures.)
Importing your pictures from your smartphone may not be as easy as importing them from your
camera. But, by one means or another you can probably get the pictures into event folders on the
computer. If the method you use allows you to name the picture files, you’re ahead of the game, but
my experience has been that the pictures remain named something like “IMGxxxxxxx,” where the xx’s
may or may not represent the date the picture was taken. If you do end up with these cryptic names,
once you get the pictures into the appropriate event folders you can use an old File Explorer trick to
change the picture name of all the pictures in the folder in one operation. Many of you probably
remember this from the File Explorer class. With all the pictures in a folder, select the first picture and
then Shiftclick the last picture. Then, on the first picture do a rightclick and select “Rename” in the
menu. Next, name the first picture such as “20180215Billy’s Birthday.” All the pictures will be
renamed with this name and a number indicating the number of the picture in the selection. Pretty
cool.
Now that you have all the pictures in event folders named and the event folders with appropriate
names in the year folder, and the year folder in the decade folder, in your Pictures folder, you’re all
ready to go out and collect a lot more pictures.
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Club Officers
Below is a list of your Club officers and
their information.

Officers
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